The Opposite of Geocaching
Carrying the Treasure with You
Quest Box
Chris et Christèle
The First Quest

Paris to Bréhat (508 Km)
A small deluge begins...

Where in the world will the wedding box unlatch?

GEEKY YET ROMANTIC: Software engineer Mikal Hart equipped this box with a GPS circuit that would let it be opened only at a specific place.

There's only one spot on Earth to open this wedding gift. It comes in a small, carved wooden box — equipped with a GPS circuit — that won't unlatch until it's taken to a preset, mystery kilometers. It also shows the number of times the button has been pushed — the maximum allowed is 50.

Hart hopes his friend, who received the box last month, will figure out that the distance on the screen is a GPS-derived calculation of how far he is from the target spot in France. With three clear readings, he could triangulate to find the goal.
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